
Photography Workshop – Butterflies, Birds and Beasts!
Saturday 27  th   April 2013  

New for 2013, Daniel Bridge is running a one-day workshop designed to help you get the 
most  from your  photography  at  Tropical  Wings  Zoo.   Looking  at  techniques,  equipment, 
subjects and more, Daniel will start the day with a slideshow and discussion, before we all 
venture into the butterfly house for some close-up and macro shots of the inhabitants.

After a break for lunch, we go out into the zoo to see what other subjects we can find, with 
one-to-one guidance on how to achieve the best results, whether it's ferrets indoors, or birds 
of prey in flight.  If time allows we will return to the butterfly house to finish off the day.  The 
schedule is flexible to allow for weather and interests of the group. 

Aims of the Day

To improve your photography!  We'll look at techniques and equipment to help with close-up 
shots of  insects, indoor  photography of  animals,  animals in motion and more,  as well  as 
exploring compositional ideas, and ways to help your subject stand out.  We'll achieve this 
through a combination of the structured classroom-based morning session, and group and 
individual practical tuition after this in the zoo.

What you need to know

A basic understanding of your camera will be useful, but Daniel is very experienced in tutoring 
photographers of all abilities, and can help with any aspect of photography, especially during 
the one-to-one sessions during the practical part of the workshop.

What you need to bring

A camera!  This is mainly aimed at digital cameras of all types, but even if you use film, you 
will gain extra knowledge about your camera.

Memory Cards/Film/Spare Batteries.  We'll be trying many different techniques and it would 
be a shame to feel limited by the number of exposures you could take, so bring a couple of 
memory cards at least, or a few rolls of film.  Ensure any spare batteries are fully charged! 

Any lenses/flashguns/accessories you may have.   You never  know when you might  need 
them.

Footwear and Clothing suitable for a walk in the zoo.  Including wet weather gear (hopefully 
not required).  Bear in mind it may be very warm in the butterfly house, but cold outside, so 
bring layers.

Some money for lunch.  Lunch is not included in the cost of the day, but there is a great café 
on  site  with  a  wide  choice  of  food,  from  jacket  potatoes  to  paninis,  sandwiches  and 
ploughman's.
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Itinerary

The day starts at 10.00a.m. Meeting in reception at Tropical Wings Zoo.

The  morning  session  starts  with  a  classroom  based  slideshow  and  discussion  about 
techniques and equipment, and then moves onto practical photography in the butterfly house, 
followed by lunch.

In the afternoon we will go outside to explore the zoo, allowing some one-to-one time with 
each participant.  We will probably return to the Butterfly House at around 4.00pm. For more 
close-up photography, completing the workshop at 5.00pm.

This schedule is subject to change, dependant on weather and the needs and wishes of the 
group.

Where To Go

The workshop takes place at:

Tropical Wings Zoo
Wickford Road
South Woodham Ferrers
Chelmsford
Essex
CM3 5QZ  

Tel: 01245 425394 
Email: bookings@tropicalwings.co.uk     

How To Book

The cost for the day is just £70.00 and booking is essential, as spaces are strictly limited to 10 
participants.

Please ring Tropical Wings Zoo on 01245 425394 to book your place.

~

We look forward to seeing you on what promises to be a fun and informative day, in the 
wonderful surroundings of Tropical Wings.


